LEEC easy fit
cool zone
FAST SELF ASSEMBLY
TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT STORAGE
QUICK OVERFLOW SOLUTION
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LEEC easy fit
cool zone
A FAST AND SIMPLE SELF ASSEMBLY UNIT, SUITABLE
FOR MULTIPLE INSTALLATIONS, A PERMANENT
SOLUTION, OR AS A TEMPORARY OVERFLOW

FEATURES

ONE SITE TO ANOTHER.

 Plastic coated steel clad foam insulated panels
with wall mounted cooling unit and insulated
curtain

LEEC Easy Fit Cool Zone has been designed with

 Easy assembly and fitting

portable versatility in mind, using simple toggle

 Only requires a 240V 13amp plug socket

STORAGE FACILITY WHICH CAN BE MOVED FROM

fastenings allowing the unit to be erected quickly and
easily from flat pack form.
Requiring no structural fixing and, only a 240V 13amp plug
and socket to operate the cooling unit, nearly any room can
be quickly transformed into a storage area for the deceased
without the need for specialist installation costs or builders
work.
The overall height of the unit is 2030mm when assembled
and has been designed to fit into the majority of sites. The
insulated panel form the open sided enclosure, made up
of the roof panel, rear panel, left side and a small portion of
the front panel to support the cooling unit. A three section
curtain closes the remaining sides around the cooled zone.
The optional racking is constructed in modular sections so
can be used as 1, 2 and 3 tiers and is compatible with end
loading and side loading trays as standard to offer complete
flexibility. Coffins can also be used on the same roller
systems. The unit will also accept most hydraulic or fixed
height trolleys with a tray or coffin up to 850mm wide.

 No structural fixings required
 Compatible with the majority of hydraulic
and fixed height trolleys allowing for a single
tray or coffin up to 850mm wide to fit within
the enclosure limits.

OPTIONAL RACKING FEATURES
 Mild steel powder coated interchangeable
modular racking can be assembled into 1, 2 or
3 tiers
 End loading and side loading via removable
roller sections
 Tray and coffin compatible and fixed tray
platform options available
 Racking is 560 and 660 tray compatible in end
or side loading applications

OPTIONS
 Roof mounted cooling plant (depending on
available ceiling height)
 Split system cooling plant (requires
refrigeration engineer installation)
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